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The dye-sensitized mesoscopic solar cell has been intensively investigated as a promising photovoltaic

cell. Its ecological and economical fabrication processes make it attractive and credible alternative to

conventional photovoltaic systems. In contrast to the latter design, the DSC approach separates tasks

of light absorption and charge transport. The primary step of light absorption is performed by

a sensitizer anchored to the surface of a wide band gap semiconductor. In order to reach a high

conversion efficiency, the first requirement is that the sensitizer should absorb as much as possible of the

incoming sunlight. Strategies for achieving panchromatic response in dye-sensitized mesoscopic solar

cells are discussed.
Introduction

The increasing global need for energy coupled with the depletion

of easily accessible, hence cheap, fossil fuel reserves, poses

a serious threat to the human global economy in the near

future.1,2 Considering in addition the harmful ecological impact

of conventional energy sources, it becomes obvious that devel-

opment of clean alternative energy sources is a necessity.3–6 Best

renewable energy options must rely on a net input of energy onto

the earth. Since the sun is our only external energy source, har-

nessing its energy, which is clean, non-hazardous and infinite,

satisfies the main objectives of all alternative energy strategies.

Mastering the conversion of sunlight to electricity or to a non-

fossil fuel like hydrogen is without any doubt the most promising

solution to the energy challenge. It is remarkable that a mere 10

min of solar irradiation onto the Earth’s surface is equal to the

total yearly human energy consumption.

Actual commercially available photovoltaic technologies are

based on inorganic materials. Their fabrication requires high

costs and large amounts of energy. In addition they often use

toxic and/or scarce materials. The dye-sensitized mesoscopic
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Broader context

The solar energy is clean, non-hazardous and infinite, satisfying t

various solar conversion systems, the dye-sensitized mesoscopic so

voltaic system in terms of its ecological and economical fabrication

efficiency is that the solar cell should absorb as much as possible of

various strategies to improve the light-harvesting performance of t
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solar cell (dye-sensitized solar cell, DSC) avoids these pitfalls and

thus represents one of the most promising methods for future

large-scale power production directly from sunlight.3,4,7–12 DSC is

often included in the organic photovoltaic (OPV) family because

of the organic nature of at least part of its constituents. In

conventional organic photovoltaic devices, two organic materials

with electron donor and acceptor character, respectively, form

a heterojunction favoring the separation of the exciton formed by

absorption of sunlight into two carriers. Then the same organic

materials used for light absorption are used to transport the

formed carriers to the electrodes. Therefore a material for clas-

sical organic photovoltaic devices should combine both good

light harvesting properties and good carrier transporting prop-

erties, which is a difficult task to achieve. On the other hand,

DSCs technology separates the two tasks. The dye absorbs light

to form an exciton, then the charge generation is performed at

the semiconductor–dye interface, and the semiconductor and the

electrolyte serve as the charge transporting material.13 Optimi-

zation of the device can therefore be done by separately modi-

fying the dye alone to optimize the spectral properties, while

carrier transport properties can be improved by optimizing the

semiconductor and the electrolyte composition.

A schematic representation of the architecture of the DSC is

shown in Fig. 1. The DSC architecture is broadly composed of

five components: (1) a mechanical support coated with a trans-

parent conductive oxide (TCO); (2) the semiconductor film,
he main objectives of all alternative energy strategies. Among

lar cell has been intensively investigated as a promising photo-

processes. One of the requirements to reach a high conversion

the incoming sunlight. This perspective review is to present the

he solar cell over the entire visible and near-IR spectrum.
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usually TiO2; (3) a sensitizer adsorbed on the surface of the

semiconductor; (4) an electrolyte containing a redox mediator;

and (5) a counter electrode capable of regenerating the redox

mediator. Since it is a low cost, widely available and non-toxic

material, titanium dioxide has become the semiconductor of

choice for the photoelectrode. The most commonly used redox

mediator is the redox couple iodide/triiodide. Ruthenium

complexes such as [Ru(4,40-dicarboxylic acid 2,20-bipyridine)3]14

were employed as sensitizers very early on and are still now the

most commonly used sensitizers. A very important factor for the

success of the DSC is the high surface area obtained by the

semiconductor film made of nanoparticles. It leads to increased

dye loading when compared to single crystals, thus increasing
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the dye-sensitized solar cell.
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optical density and resulting in efficient light harvesting. While

the total efficiency of the dye-sensitized solar cell depends on the

optimization and compatibility of each of its constituents, the

initial requirement is for the device to be able to gather as many

photons from sunlight as possible. The scope of this perspective

review is to present the various strategies to improve the light-

harvesting performance of the DSC over the entire visible and

near-IR spectrum.
Fig. 2 (Top) Operating principles and energy level diagram of dye-

sensitized solar cell. S�/S+/S* ¼ sensitizer in the ground, oxidized and

excited state, respectively. Red/Ox¼Redox mediator. (Bottom) Example

of a DSC (Ecole Polytechnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne).
Operating principle of DSCs

The operating principle of the DSC including an indicative

energy band diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Since the scope of this

perspective review is centered on panchromatic engineering, the

operating principle will be briefly presented. Details can be found

elsewhere.15–18

First, the sensitizer S is excited by absorption of a photon

(eqn (1)). Then the excited sensitizer S* injects an electron into

the conduction band of the semiconductor (eqn (2)). The

injected electron flows through the semiconductor network to

the back contact and then through the external load to the

counter electrode where it reduces the redox mediator (eqn (3)),

which in turn regenerates the oxidized sensitizer S+ (eqn (4)).

This completes the circuit. Under illumination, the device

constitutes a regenerative and stable photovoltaic energy

conversion system.

S(adsorbed) + hn / S*
(adsorbed) (1)

S*
(adsorbed) / S+

(adsorbed) + e�(injected) (2)

I�3 + 2e�(cathode) / 3I�(cathode) (3)

SþðadsorbedÞ þ
3

2
I�/SðadsorbedÞ þ

1

2
I�3 (4)

The overall efficiency of the device depends on optimization

and compatibility of each of the constituents. Losses occur

mainly through the recombination of the injected electrons either

with the oxidized sensitizer (eqn (5)) or with the oxidized redox

couple at the TiO2 surface (eqn (6)).

S+
(adsorbed) + e�(TiO2)

/ S(adsorbed) (5)

I�3 + 2e�(TiO2)
/ 3I�(anode) (6)

The incident monochromatic photon-to-current conversion

efficiency (IPCE also called EQE (External Quantum Efficiency))

is related to the light-harvesting performance of sensitizer. It is

defined as the number of photo-electrons in the external circuit
844 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
divided by the number of incident photons as a function of

excitation wavelength as in (eqn (7)):19

IPCEðlÞ ¼ photocurrent density

wavelength� photon flux
¼ LHEðlÞ � 4inj � hcoll

(7)

where LHE(l) is the light-harvesting efficiency at wavelength l,

4inj is the quantum yield for electron injection from the excited

sensitizer in the conduction band of the TiO2, and hcoll is the

efficiency for the collection of electrons.

The overall conversion efficiency (h) of the dye-sensitized solar

cell is determined by the photocurrent density (Jsc), the open

circuit potential (Voc), the fill factor (ff) of the cell and the

intensity of the incident light (I0) (eqn (8)):20

h ¼ Jsc � Voc � ff

I0

(8)

It can be seen that increasing the photocurrent density will

improve the conversion efficiency of the device. This is achieved

by improving the light harvesting efficiency of the sensitizer

system.

Ideally, all photons below a threshold wavelength of about

920 nm should be harvested and converted into electric current.

This limit is derived from thermodynamic considerations

showing that the conversion efficiency of any single-junction
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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photovoltaic solar converter peaks at approximately 33% near

a threshold energy of 1.4 eV.21,22 The other essential property

required for the light-harvesting system of a molecular/semi-

conductor junction is that the sensitizer in the excited state

possesses directionality. This directionality should be engineered

to provide an efficient electron transfer from the excited dye to

the TiO2 conduction band via good electronic coupling between

the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the sensi-

tizer and the 3d orbital of titanium. Also, the sensitizer should

have suitable anchoring groups for grafting the dye on the

semiconductor surface to ascertain intimate electronic coupling

between its excited state wave function and the conduction band

manifold of the semiconductor.7,14
Fig. 4 Molecular structures of (a) N719, (b) N749, (c) [NBu4]2-

[Ru(Hdcpq)2(NCS)2], (d) Ru(tctpy)(tfac)(NCS), (e) Ru(tctpy)(pc)-

(NCS), (f) Ru(tctpy)(C^N)(NCS), (g) Ru(tctpy)(pypz)(NCS). Hdcpq:

4-carboxy-2-[20-(40-carboxypyridyl)]quinoline; tctpy: 4,40,400-tricarboxy-

2,20:60,200-terpyridine; tfac: 1,1,1-trifluoropentane-2,4-dionato; pc: 2-

pyridinecarboxylate; C^N: 2-(4-(2-phenylethynyl) phenyl)pyridinato.
1. Panchromatic harvesting by single dye

The remarkable performances of the tetraprotonated complex

[cis-(dithiocyanato)-Ru(II)-bis(2,2
0
-bipyridine-4,4

0
-dicarboxy-

late)] (N3)23 and its doubly deprotonated analogue, complex

(N719)14 (see the molecular structure in Fig. 4(a)) had a central

role in advancing significantly the DSC technology. The photo-

voltaic performance of N719 is superior to that of compound N3

due to a higher Voc and a comparable Jsc. However, the main

drawback of N719 is the lack of absorption in the red region of

the visible spectrum.

1.1 Panchromatic Ru(II) complex. The spectral properties of

ruthenium sensitizers can be tuned towards the red part of the

visible spectrum by introducing a ligand with a low-lying p*

molecular orbital and by destabilization of the metal t2g orbital

through the introduction of a strong donor ligand (see Fig. 3).

The former lowers the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO) while the latter destabilizes the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) of the sensitizer, ultimately reducing

the HOMO–LUMO gap. However, the extension of the spectral

response into the near-infrared region by lowering the LUMO

energy is limited to LUMO energy levels from which charge

injection into the TiO2 conduction band can occur.24–26 Likewise,

near-IR response by destabilization of Ru t2g (HOMO) levels

close to the redox potential of the redox mediator also is unfa-

vorable because of problems associated with regeneration of the

oxidized dye following the electron injection into TiO2. There-

fore, the optimum ruthenium sensitizers should exhibit an

excited state oxidation potential of at least �0.9 V vs. SCE
Fig. 3 Schematic representation of tuning the HOMO (t2g) and

LUMO (p*) orbital energy.27 dcbpy: 4,40-dicarboxy-2,20-bipyridine;

dcbiq: 4,40-dicarboxy-2,20-biquinoline; phpy: phenylpyridine.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
(saturated calomel electrode), in order to inject electrons effi-

ciently into the TiO2 conduction band,11 while their ground state

oxidation potential should be about 0.5 V vs. SCE, in order to be

regenerated rapidly via electron donation from the electrolyte

(iodide/triiodide redox system or a hole conductor).

To fulfill the requirement of panchromatic ruthenium

complexes, N749 (‘‘black dye’’) triisothiocyanato-(2,20:60,600-ter-

pyridyl-4,40,400-tricarboxylato) Ru(II) tris(tetra-butylammonium)

(see molecular structure in Fig. 4(b)) has been synthesized in

which the ruthenium center is coordinated to a monoprotonated

tricarboxyterpyridine ligand and three thiocyanate ligands.28,29

Fig. 5 shows the photocurrent action spectrum of a cell con-

taining N719 and N749, where the incident photon to current

conversion efficiency is plotted as a function of wavelength. It is

evident that the response of the N749 extends 100 nm further into

the infrared than that of N719. The photocurrent onset is close to

920 nm, i.e. near the optimal threshold for single junction

converters. From that point, the IPCE rises gradually until at 700

nm and it reaches a plateau of over 80%. From the overlap
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857 | 845

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c0ee00536c


Fig. 5 IPCE obtained with the N749 attached to nanocrystalline TiO2

films. The incident photon to current conversion efficiency is plotted as

a function of the wavelength of the exciting light. IPCE for bare TiO2 and

TiO2 sensitized with N719 have been included for comparison.

Fig. 6 Molecular structure of TH304.
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integral of the IPCE curves (Fig. 5) with the AM 1.5 solar

emission, one predicts the short circuit photocurrents (Jsc) of

N719 and N749-sensitized cells to be 16.5 and 20.5 mA cm�2.30

Routinely, the experimental photocurrents obtained with N749

are in the range of 18–21 mA cm�2.29 The open circuit potential

(Voc) is 720 mV, and the fill factor (ff) is 0.7, yielding for the

overall solar (global AM 1.5 solar irradiance 1000 W m�2) to

electricity conversion efficiency (h) a value of 10.4%.29 With the

N749 dye, conversion efficiency of 11.1% has been achieved using

high-haze TiO2 electrodes by Han and colleagues.31

Sugihara and colleagues have shown LUMO tuning by quin-

oline for Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 (see molecular structure in

Fig. 4(c)).25 Ru(Hdcpq)2(NCS)2 showed a 47 nm red shift at the

absorption maximum with an IPCE extending beyond 900 nm.

He and his team have recently extended to incorporate the

quinoline moieties in terpyridyl Ru(II) complex and showed

a very broad spectral response extending to �1050 nm.32

However, the driving force for charge injection was reduced i.e.

80% of N719 due to a lower LUMO, 0.24 eV below that of N719.

The team has shown another type of panchromatic dye, b-

diketonato tricarboxyterpyridyl Ru(II) sensitizer, with 1,1,1-tri-

fluoropentane-2,4-dionato (tfac) in place of monodentate NCS

ligands (see Ru(tctpy)(tfac)(NCS) in Fig. 4(d)).26 Ru(tctpy)-

(tfac)(NCS) exhibits an intense metal-to-ligand charge transfer

(MLCT) band at 610 nm with a distinct shoulder at 720 nm.

Under similar photovoltaic measuring conditions, Ru(tctpy)-

(tfac)(NCS) showed higher IPCE values between 720 and 900 nm

than N749. However, a low Voc limited the power conversion

efficiency. To overcome the drawback, Han and colleagues have

synthesized substituted b-diketonato Ru(II) sensitizer, Ru(tct-

py)(tffpbd)(NCS)(TBA)2 (tffpbd ¼ 4,4,4-trifluoro-1-(4-fluo-

rophenyl)butane-1,3-dione), which yielded a conversion

efficiency h of �9.0% and photocurrent density Jsc of �20.0 mA

cm�2.31,33 However, the substitution of two thiocyanato ligands

by a fluorine-substituted tffpbd chelating ligand stabilizes the

ground state by withdrawing electron density from the ruthe-

nium center. This stabilizes the ruthenium t2g orbitals in turn

blue-shifting the lowest energy MLCT band. Funaki et al. have

shown Ru(II) tricarboxyterpyridyl with a pyridinecarboxylate
846 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
ligand instead of two NCS ligands (see Ru(tctpy)(pc)(NCS) in

Fig. 4(e)).34 The lowest energy band was blue-shifted compared

to that of the N719 due to the replacement of two NCS ligands

with a 2-pyridinecarboxylate ligand, since the electron-donating

ability of a single 2-pyridinecarboxylate ligand is inferior to that

of two NCS ligands. In spite of the blue shifted MLCT peak, this

sensitizer exhibits broad absorption over the visible region and

a panchromatic IPCE similar to the N749 dye. Both sensitizers

showed comparable DSC performance yielding in the case of

Ru(tctpy)(pc)(NCS) Jsc of 19.8 mA cm�2 and h of 9.66% while Jsc

of 19.0 mA cm�2 and h of 9.58% were obtained for N749. The

same group has also reported a panchromatic cyclometallated

Ru(II) complex, Ru(tctpy)(C^N)(NCS), where C^N is a bidentate

cyclometallating ligand, 2-(4-(2-phenylethynyl) phenyl)-

pyridinato (see the structure in Fig. 4(f)).35 They observed strong

p–p* absorptions for the coordinated ligand in the UV region

and broad MLCT absorption in a region of lower energy

wavelengths than the UV region. The most notable feature in the

absorption spectra is an absorption band above 700 nm with

a distinct shoulder around 800 nm. These bands are attributed to

a spin-forbidden MLCT absorption.36 The dye showed absorp-

tion maxima at 749 nm (3 ¼ 2700 M�1 cm�1) and 733 nm (3 ¼
4000 M�1 cm�1), respectively, due to the introduction of a C^N

ligand. DSCs with the dye showed an IPCE value of 10% at 900

nm and an onset IPCE at 1000 nm. Ru(II) terpyridine bearing

pyridine pyrazolate (pypz) (see molecular structure in Fig. 4(g))

has been recently reported by Chou and co-workers.37 The

substitution drastically increased the molar extinction coefficient

in the wavelength range 400–550 nm even though the MLCT

band at 520 is blue shifted when compared to the N749 dye.

Substituting H, OMe, OC8H17, or tert-butyl groups onto the

pypz ligand of the complex produced a very comparable Jsc (1.0–

1.1 times as high as in device with the N749). Moreover, a long

hydrophobic alkoxy chain or tert-butyl group resulted in

�30 mV gain in Voc which led to over 10% power conversion

efficiency.37

1.2 Panchromatic ruthenium free organic dyes. Metal-free

dyes have been intensively investigated to replace Ru complexes

as sensitizer for DSCs.38,39 However, compared to Ru sensitizers,

metal-free dyes show a narrower absorption properties over the

whole spectral distribution of sunlight, with successful

panchromatic metal-free dyes have rarely been demonstrated.

Recently Sun and colleagues have reported a metal-free

panchromatic dye TH304 (see molecular structure in Fig. 6)

which incorporates the phenoxazine (POZ) subunit as an elec-

tron donor and co-rhodamine as the electron acceptor.40 It is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 7 The IPCE spectra of DSCs based on N719 dye (black line) and

TH304 dye (red line). Taken from Fig. 4 of ref. 40.
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worth noting that metal-free organic dyes are mainly composed

of an electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) moiety, which are

connected via a p-conducting bridge. Fig. 7 shows the IPCE

spectrum of DSC based on and the TH304 (black line) dye.

Notably, it shows a broader IPCE spectrum from 300 nm to 920

nm with a maximum value of 67% at 580 nm. However, the IPCE

is not high enough to overcome N719’s power conversion effi-

ciency due to a low directionality, which is ascribed to localised

electron density on the thienyl and co-rhodanine framework due

to the presence of the methylene group.41 Although the dye

provides a low h of 3.0% due to the low IPCE, the discovery

possibly paves the way to improving the absorption character-

istics of metal-free dyes in the near-IR region.

1.3 Semiconductors. The utilization of semiconductors as

light absorbing material in place of dye molecules has recently

been drawing much attention. Their advantages include a high

light harvesting capability,42,43 a tuneable band gap over a wide

range,44,45 and a large intrinsic dipole moment.46 A range of

semiconductors have been investigated, including PbS,47 CdS,48

CdSe,49–52 CdTe,53 In2S3,54 Cu2�xS,55 and CuInS2.56 Among
Fig. 8 The IPCE spectrum of DSCs based on PbS-sensitized cell

working with a regenerative cobalt complex, [Co(o-phen)3
2+/3+].60

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
them, PbS has a very broad light harvesting ability throughout

the visible spectrum because of its small band gap (bulk energy

band gap �0.41 eV) and its large exciton Bohr radius of 20 nm

leading to a high quantum efficiency.57 The injection yield is

dependent on energy level difference from conduction band of

semiconductors to TiO2 conduction band. The small energy

difference attained by decreasing the particle size of CdSe on

TiO2 is sufficient to increase the electron injection rate by nearly

3 orders of magnitude.58 Hyun et al. have reported the size

limitation of PbS, that is 4.3 nm for the efficient charge injection

to TiO2 nanoparticles.59 Recently, a very broad IPCE has been

reported for PbS deposited by SILAR (Successive Ionic Layer

Adsorption and Reaction) method with [Co(o-phen)3]2+/3+ as

redox couple.60 The well-known and most efficient I�/I3
� redox

couple is not compatible with low band gap semiconducting

materials, leading to a rapid corrosion of the semiconductors. As

can be seen in Fig. 8, the IPCE value was over 50% throughout

a large part of the visible range, and its tail extended up to 900

nm or more.
2. Panchromatic harvesting by multiple dyes

It is a very difficult task to design a single sensitizer that absorbs

efficiently over the entire visible and near IR spectrum that is

from 400 to 920 nm and fulfills all the requirements necessary to

obtain an efficient device performance. However, it is possible

to develop efficient sensitizers that are sensitive in a smaller part

of the 400–920 nm region. Therefore the combination of multiple

dyes is seen as a promising approach to obtain panchromatic

systems.

2.1 Co-sensitization with red light absorbing dyes. The main

drawback of ruthenium-based sensitizers and organic sensitizers

introduced above is the difficulty to have strong absorption in the

red region of the visible spectrum. These systems can be

improved simply by combination with another sensitizer

absorbing mainly in the red to near-IR part of the spectrum.

Mixtures of two sensitizers having complementary absorption

properties and both being able to attach to the TiO2 surface are

used as ‘‘dyes cocktails’’ for co-sensitization to achieve

panchromatic sensitization. Zhang and colleagues have shown

that squarylium cyanine dye in cocktail with N3 dye improved

the efficiency by 12% relative to that of single N3 by extending

the absorption range into the red.61 In another example, Spitler

and colleagues have used di-carboxylated cyanine dyes and

shown the photocurrent from a mixture of three dyes covering

altogether most of the visible light region.62
Fig. 9 Molecular structures of (a) TT1 and (b) JK2.
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Fig. 11 Schematic of operation of the dye-sensitized solar cell with the

multiple dye system using black dye and D131. Black dye is denoted as

BD. Taken from Fig. 1 of ref. 66.

Fig. 12 IPCEs for black, D131, and co-sensitizer in the DSC. Taken

from Fig. 1 of ref. 66.
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In order to maximize the co-sensitization effect, one of the

most important prerequisites is the LHE of individual dyes.

Indeed, the overall amount of dye attached to the titania surface

is limited. Hence, in order to maximize the LHE, sensitizers

having intense absorption in the near-IR regions should be

considered for this architecture. In this respect, phthalocyanines

(Pcs) will be discussed because they meet most of the require-

ments of an efficient sensitizer in the far red region though they

have no response in the visible light region. They are therefore

particularly relevant for co-sensitization with sensitizers having

good spectral response in the visible region only.

Phthalocyanines (Pcs) exhibit absorption maxima at around

700 nm with very high extinction coefficients (where the

maximum of the solar photon flux occurs) that make them

especially suitable for integration in light energy conversion

systems.63 TT1 (Fig. 9(a) for molecular structure) has been

reported as one of the successful Pcs for application in DSCs.64 In

the TT1, three tert-butyl groups and one carboxylic acid group

act to ‘‘push’’ and ‘‘pull’’, respectively. The function of the

carboxylic acid group is to graft the sensitizer on the semi-

conductor surface and to provide intimate electronic coupling

between its excited state wave-function and the conduction band

manifold of the semiconductor. The purpose of the three tert-

butyl groups is to enhance the solubility, to minimize aggrega-

tion, and to tune the LUMO level of the Pc that provides

directionality in the excited state.64 The IPCE of TT1 itself

reached 80% and a second organic dye, JK2 (3-{50-[N,N-bis(9,9-

dimethylfluorene-2-yl)phenyl]-2,20-bithiophene-5-yl}-2-cyano-

acrylic acid, see Fig. 9(b))65 was introduced to match the optical

window of TT1. Fig. 10 shows the IPCE spectrum of the co-

sensitized DSC and the photoresponse of the cell extends up to

700 nm with an IPCE value of 72% at 690 nm, which corresponds

to the Q band of TT1. The overall device efficiency one day after

the preparation of the device was 7.74% due to a dramatic

increase in Jsc of 16.20 mA cm�2 when compared to single TT1

cell yielding Jsc of 7.6 mA cm�2 and h of 3.53%.

In most of co-sensitization studies, the limited number of sites

on the TiO2 surface to which dye molecules attach places

a constraint on the light absorption. Recently, a combination of

black dye with organic dye (see Fig. 11) has successfully achieved
Fig. 10 The IPCE spectrum of co-sensitized DSC.

848 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
11.0%, as reported by a Sony research team.66 They presented an

interesting result that no competition of dye adsorption was

found due to different adsorption sites for both dyes. Moreover,

D131 organic dyes improved the black dye dispersion on TiO2,

acting as a co-adsorbent.67 Therefore, the IPCE of the co-sensi-

tized cell surpassed that of the respective black and D131 dyes

over the whole visible range (see Fig. 12).

2.2 Layered co-sensitization. Co-sensitization of titania by

dyes with complementary absorption spectra has been demon-

strated above. However, the limited number of sites on the TiO2

surface to which dye molecules attach places a constraint on the

light absorption achievable by co-sensitization (except with N749

dye). In fact, the magnitude of the IPCEs of co-sensitized solar

cells has been shown to slightly decrease compared to the IPCEs

of single cells.64,68 Furthermore, unfavorable interactions

between two or three dye molecules often decrease photovoltaic

performances. Hayase and colleagues have realized a dye-bilay-

ered structure.69 They were inspired by fast molecular diffusion

in a supercritical CO2 condition70 and made a swift uptake of N3

and N749 (black) dye on the TiO2 surface.71 Fig. 13 shows the

preparation procedure of the dye-bilayer for dye adsorption.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 13 Fabrication process of dye-bilayer on TiO2 and image of light-

harvesting as dye uptake. A: glass, B: F doped SnO2, BD: black dye, and

CD process: pressurized CO2 condition. Taken from Fig. 1 of ref. 69.

Fig. 14 IPCEs of dye-bilayer and single layer on TiO2. Taken from

Fig. 3 of ref. 69.

Fig. 15 Selective positioning of three dyes and their corresponding

absorption spectra and molecular structures. Taken from Fig. 5(a) of ref. 72.

Fig. 16 IPCE of triple layer (black line) and those of the single dye, P5

(yellow line), N719 (red line), and N749 (green line). Taken from Fig. 5(c)

of ref. 72.
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The black dye adsorption was controlled to be consecutively

done from the top of the TiO2 under pressurized CO2 condition

and the rest of the unstained TiO2 surface was covered by

a second dye, NK3705 (3-carboxymethyl-5-(3-(4-sulfobutyl)-

2(3H)-bezothiazolylidene)-2-thioxo-4-thiazolidinone, sodium

salt, Hayashibara, Co. Ltd.). The bilayer structure resulted in

a Jsc of 21.8 mA cm�2 and a broad IPCE without losses in

maxima as shown in Fig. 14.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Park and colleagues have explored a dye deposition method on

the desired site in a TiO2 film based on the column chromato-

graphic principle.72 The principle is that the mobile phase passes

slowly through the stationary phase with a retention time and the

slow flow rate of the mobile phase can help us separate each

compound. They explored the selective desorption process by

controlling the pore size of the TiO2 film and the desorption rate.

In brief, they polymerized a styrene oligomer in the TiO2 meso-

porous film after a normal sensitization process and then des-

orbed the dye in a NaOH solution with polypropylene glycol

(PPG). The polystyrene coating reduced the pore size and the

PPG controlled the penetration rate of the Na+ and OH� ions. In

consequence, the dye on the TiO2 film was able to be selectively

desorbed from the top of the film, and the following dye covered

on the selectively desorbed region. The repeated desorption

and adsorption process allowed a selective positioning of P5

(2-cyano-3-(5-(4-ethoxyphenyl)thiophen-2-yl)acrylic acid), N719

and N749 dyes as shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the IPCE of

devices with single dyes and of the resulting three-dye cell, and

demonstrates that the proposed method is promising to use of

the full spectrum in DSCs.
3. Energy down conversion by energy relay dye

We discussed co-sensitization of titania by dyes with comple-

mentary absorption spectra to enhance light absorption and

broaden the spectral response of organic DSCs. However, the

limited number of sites on the titania surface to attach dye

molecules places a constraint on the light absorption achievable

by co-sensitization. Furthermore, co-sensitization requires that

each dye adsorbs strongly on the surface, transfers charge effi-

ciently into the TiO2,23,73–75 has slow recombination kinetics (i.e.

in the millisecond time domain),74,76–78 and be regenerated by the

redox couple.79 A recent study has demonstrated the use of

F€orster resonance energy transfer between covalently linked

energy donor molecules and the sensitizing dye attached on the

TiO2 surface.74 Siegers and colleagues were able to demonstrate

a high excitation transfer efficiency (>85%) between attached dye

molecules and an improvement in the device external quantum

efficiency of 5–10% between 400 and 500 nm. However, the

overall power conversion efficiency enhancement of the DSC was
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857 | 849
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Fig. 18 Molecular structures of (a) SQ1, (b) N877, (c) PTCDI and (d)

DCM.

Fig. 17 Schematic representation of a DSC with energy relay dyes

(ERDs). The right side of the figure shows the typical absorption process

for lower energy (red) photons in the DSC: light is absorbed by the

sensitizing dye (1), transferring an electron into the TiO2, and a hole is

transported to the back contact through the electrolyte. The ERD

process is similar, except that higher energy (blue) photons are first

absorbed by the ERD, which undergoes F€orster energy transfer (2) to the

sensitizing dye (SD).82

Fig. 19 Normalized UV/vis absorption (solid line)/emission (dash line)

spectra of SQ1 (blue) and N877 (red) in ethanol, respectively.83
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low (<9%) and linked more to an increase in the Voc rather than

to an increase in the Jsc.
80,81

We recently demonstrated a new DSC architecture where

highly luminescent energy relay dyes (ERDs) dissolved inside the

electrolyte absorb higher energy photons and transfer their

energy to the sensitizing dye via F€orster resonance energy

transfer (FRET).82–84 Fig. 17 shows two routes for charge

generation incorporated in this system. One is the typical sensi-

tizing process, an electron into the TiO2 and a hole into the

electrolyte from the sensitizing dye (SD) (1). Second is excitation

of the unattached energy relay dye (ERD) by higher energy

photons which then undergoes FRET (2) to the SD. This design

is analogous to photosynthesis in purple bacteria, where an

aggregate of light-harvesting pigments transfers their energy to

the reaction centre, initiating charge separation.85 In particular,

the pigment LH-II is not in direct contact with the reaction

centre, and transfers its excitation by means of an intermediate

pigment (LH-I) in under 100 ps with �95% efficiency.86,87 FRET

involves dipole–dipole coupling of two chromophores, known as

the donor and acceptor, through an electric field.88 An excitation

of the donor, or in our case the ERD, can be transferred non-

radiatively through the field to the acceptor, or SD, if there is

overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor and the

absorption spectrum of the acceptor. Efficient energy transfer

over 3–8 nm can be achieved with a strong spectral overlap and

high donor emission efficiencies, for an isotropic alignment

between individual chromophores in solution. If, however, the

single acceptor chromophore is replaced by a dense two-dimen-

sional array (that is, SDs tightly packed on the titania surface)

FRET can become efficient well over 25 nm from the interface.89

As an application to the real DSC device, we demonstrated

a system based on SQ1 as sensitizer combined with N877,

a phosphorescent ruthenium complex, as the unattached ERD in

devices with liquid84 and solid83 electrolyte (see molecular

structures of dyes in Fig. 18). The SQ1 solution in ethanol shows

absorption maxima at 636 nm with a high molar extinction

coefficient (3¼ 158 500 M�1 cm�1).90 The absorption matches the

emission of N877 (broad emission with a maximum at 612 nm).91

On the other hand, N877 shows a broad absorption between 400

and 500 nm, with a maximum at 460 nm of 33 000 M�1 cm�1,
850 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
where SQ1 does not absorb (see Fig. 19). Fig. 20 shows the

emission spectra of SQ1 (10�6 M EtOH solution), of N877 (10�5

M EtOH solution), and of a mixture in ethanol containing SQ1

and N877 at 10�6 M and 10�5 M respectively. The calculated sum

of the SQ1 and of the N877 emission spectra does not match the

emission observed from the mixture of SQ1 and N877. In

particular, the peak corresponding to the squaraine emission

maximum is more intense. In addition, when the excitation

spectrum is measured while following this emission maximum

(648 nm), no signal corresponding to N877 is observed indicating

efficient FRET. The FRET radius R0 is defined as the distance at

which the probability of FRET between donor (i.e., N877) and

acceptor (i.e., SQ1) is 50%. The R0 value is dependent on the

photoluminescence (PL) efficiency of the ERD and the overlap
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 20 SQ1 (10�6 M in EtOH, lex ¼ 450 nm), N877 (10�5 M in EtOH,

lex¼ 450 nm), calculated sum, and mixture SQ1 + N877 (10�6 M and 10�5

M respectively in EtOH) emission spectra. Taken from Fig. 2 of ref. 84.
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between ERD emission (phosphorescence) and the molar

extinction coefficient of the sensitizing dye. The calculated R0 is

estimated to be 5.7 nm in the range of efficient energy transfer.

However, the PL of N877 is quenched by the redox media in

devices, i.e. 69 times lower in Spiro-OMeTAD,83 >3000 times in

I�/I3
� system.84 Triiodide and iodide are highly mobile ions that

have a near unity probability of quenching the excited state when

they collide with a chromophore.92 Therefore FRET must occur at

the subnano-second time scale in the high ionic concentrations of

real devices. Hence, ERDs with a short PL lifetime (<10 ns) are

required. Despite serious quenching of the N877 emission, the

system SQ1/N877 leads to improved device efficiency due to an

increase of blue photon harvesting. Upon adding N877, a new

IPCE peak proving new electron injection by photons was

generated at 470 nm, which is consistent with the absorption peak

of N877 (see Fig. 21). The Jsc is increased by 6.7% and 30% in

liquid and solid electrolyte, respectively (see Table 1). The average

excitation transfer efficiency (ETE) of the ERD is given by the

ratio of the internal quantum efficiency of the ERD and
Fig. 21 IPCE spectrum of SQ1 solid-state DSCs with and without ERD,

N877. The gray line is an IPCE spectrum of only Spiro-OMeTAD and

the N877 energy transfer relay. The black line with open circle is only SQ1

and Spiro-OMeTAD. The red line with closed circle is SQ1 + N877 +

Spiro-MeOTAD.83

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
the device.82 The external quantum efficiency (EQE ¼ IPCE) of

the ERD is equivalent to of the product of the light harvesting

efficiency and the internal quantum efficiency of the dye (eqn (9)).

ETE ¼ IQEERD

IQE
¼ EQEERD

IQE� LHEERD

(9)

Another system with a derivative of perylenetetracarboxylic

diimide (PTCDI, see the molecular structure in Fig. 18)93 as ERD

has been studied because PTCDI has an extremely high PL

efficiency (>90%), fast fluorescence lifetime (4.8 ns, this value is

three orders of magnitude faster than N877), excellent photo-

and air stability and a relatively strong absorption coefficient

(50 000 M�1 cm�1 at 580 nm).94 The R0 ¼ 7.5–7.6 nm was

determined by time-resolved PL measurements on solutions with

varying concentration of TT1. The quenching rate was estimated

to be �30 times higher in real device conditions, which is much

lower than in the SQ/N877 system. Devices with 13 mM PTCDI

had a h of 3.21%, which is 26% higher than in a device without

ERD due to an increase in the IPCE from 400 to 600 nm. A

minimum ETE of 47% was calculated. It is now noted that

a short lifetime of an excited state for a highly fluorescent pery-

lene derivative is important to minimize the luminescence

quenching.

Recently, an extremely high ETE of over 95% with

a commercially available laser dye 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-

methyl-6-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran (DCM) (see

molecular structure in Fig. 18)95 combined with TT1 has been

reported.96 DCM exhibits a broad absorption spectrum with

a peak molar extinction coefficient of 44 900M�1 cm�1 at 460 nm

and an emission overlapping with the TT1 absorption, as shown

in Fig. 22. The overall dynamic quenching rate of DCM is

between 5 (5 mM DCM) and 8 (22 mM DCM) times faster than

the natural decay rate as observed in a practical electrolyte for

the device. This is probably due to a fast PL lifetime of 1.2–2.1 ns.

The R0 from DCM to TT1 is 6.85 nm.96 This system generated

additional IPCE peaks between 400 and 550 nm, which are

attributed to FRET from DCM to TT1. Fig. 23 shows DIPCE of

14.7%, 22.9%, and 28.2% as a function of varying DCM

concentrations. The increased IPCE values indicate an ETE of

>95%, which is an impressively high value.96 Grimes and his team

have reported the efficient FRET from DCM to SQ1 in the

Spiro-OMeTAD system where an ETE of 67.5% was observed.97
4. Tandem cells

The power conversion efficiency of solar cells can be extended

beyond the Shockley–Queisser limit of about 30% for a single-

junction device98 by using multiple subcells in a tandem device.

Ideally, the subcells are connected optically and electrically in

a series and stacked in the order of decreasing band gap, where

the cell with the largest band gap is the top absorber (Fig. 24). In

this way, the absorption onset of the complete device is shifted to

longer wavelengths. In addition, high energy photons are con-

verted more efficiently since thermalization losses of the gener-

ated electron-hole pairs are reduced with the graded band gap

structure. In a series-connected double-junction device the ideal

optical band gaps are around 1.6–1.7 eV for the top cell and 1.0–

1.1 eV for the bottom cell, which extends the efficiency limit to

about 45%.99 Theoretically, the photovoltaic conversion
Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857 | 851
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Table 1 Photovoltaic parameters of various SD/ERD systems measured under simulated AM 1.5G irradiance (100 mW cm�2)

Dye combination Jsc/mA cm�2 Voc/mV ff h (%) ETE (%) Ref.

SQ1 (solid) 2.98 807 0.58 1.40 — 83a

SQ1 + N877 (solid) 3.87 786 0.59 1.80 32
Change (%) 30 �2.7 1.7 29
SQ1 7.48 639 0.73 3.51 — 84b

SQ1 + N877 7.98 638 0.72 3.67 14
Change (%) 6.7 �0.1 �0.1 4.6
TT1 6.88 562 0.65 2.55 — 82c

TT1 + PTCDI 8.78 553 0.66 3.21 47
Change (%) 28 �1.6 �1.5 26
TT1 8.32 582 0.72 3.50 — 96d

TT1 + DCM 10.61 590 0.72 4.51 95
Change (%) 28 1.4 0 29

a Electrolyte/ERD concentration: Spiro-OMeTAD with tert-butylpyridine (TBP) and Li[CF3SO2]2N/10 mM. b Electrolyte/ERD concentration: 0.6 M 1-
butyl-3-methyl imidiazolium iodide (BMII), 0.1 M LiI, 0.05 M I2, and 0.5 M TBP in a 15/85 (v/v) mixture of valeronitrile and acetonitrile/30 mM.
c Electrolyte/ERD concentration: 0.6 M PMII, �0.01 M LiI, 0.05 M I2, �0.04 M TBP and �0.02 M guanidinium thiocyanate GuNCS in
chloroform/13 mM. d Electrolyte/ERD concentration: 0.6 M BMII, 0.025 M LiI, 0.04 M I2, 0.28 M TBP, and 0.05 M GuNCS in a 15/85 (v/v)
mixture of valeronitrile and acetonitrile/22 mM.

Fig. 22 Absorption (red solid line) and emission (red dash-dotted line)

spectra of DCM ERD in acetonitrile : valeronitrile (85 : 15 vol) and

absorption of TT1 on TiO2 (black dotted line).96

Fig. 23 IPCE of DSC based on transparent TiO2 electrodes with varying

DCM concentrations.96
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efficiency of a tandem cell approaches the thermodynamic limit

of about 85% if an infinite number of subcells and maximum

solar concentration is used.100,101 Tandem cells composed of

DSCs have been studied to obtain complementary spectral

response i.e. two photo-anode placed face-to-face,102 or rod-type

without transparent conducting glass,103 or series-connected

tandem over 10% of a conversion efficiency.104 In this section, we

present tandem configurations, DSC with chalcopyrite Cu(In,-

Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cell and with p-type DSC.

4.1 DSC/Cu(In,Ga)Se2 tandem solar cells. The absorption

characteristics of the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) and the

chalcopyrite Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cell closely match the

ideal optical gap requirements for a double-junction tandem

device.99 High-efficiency DSCs use ruthenium bipyridyl

complexes with an estimated excitation transition energy of

E0–0 z 1.6–1.8 eV to convert a large fraction of the visible

spectrum.105–108 CIGS is a polycrystalline material with a direct
852 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
band gap and hence a high absorption coefficient allowing for

thin absorbing films (1–2 mm). The band gap of the CIGS

(CuIn1�xGaxSe2) absorber can be tuned between 1.0 eV and 1.7

eV by increasing the Ga content x (x ¼ 0, CuInSe2 or CIS; x ¼ 1,

CuGaSe2 or CGS). With increasing band gap, the photovoltage

in a device increases, and the photocurrent decreases. Highest

efficiencies are obtained with an optimized Ga content of x z
0.25 and a band gap of about 1.2 eV.109,110 A wide range of the

solar spectrum can thus be harvested in a DSC/CIGS tandem

device by efficiently converting high energy photons in a top

DSC and transmitted low energy photons in an underlying CIGS

cell. This principle was first demonstrated with a mechanically

stacked DSC/CIGS tandem connected in series in 2006.111 In

2009, we reported monolithic integration of the two systems to

cut optical losses at needless interfaces and material consump-

tion.112 The photovoltaic parameters for these two device archi-

tectures are shown in Table 2.

In terms of assembly, the simplest tandem structure is obtained

by mechanically stacking two individual cells on top of each

other (Fig. 25, left). The stacked DSC/CIGS tandem was
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 24 Calculated ideal band gaps and maximum conversion efficiency

for a single solar cell or a series-connected double-junction cell under AM

1.5G irradiance.99 Colored areas represent the number of photons con-

verted to electrons by the individual subcells assuming a constant external

quantum efficiency of 0.9.

Table 2 Photovoltaic parameters of state-of-the-art DSC/CIGS tandem
cells measured under simulated AM 1.5G irradiance (100 mW cm�2)

Device Voc/V Jsc/mA cm�2 ff h (%) Ref.

DSC/CIGS (stacked) 1.45 �14.1 0.74 15.1 111
DSC/CIGS (monolithic) 1.22 �13.9 0.72 12.1 112

Fig. 25 Schematic of the mechanically stacked (left) and monolithic

(right) tandem device structure with a DSC top absorber and a CIGS

bottom absorber.
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assembled by directly stacking a DSC on a CIGS cell covered

with an evaporated Al/Ni current collector grid.111 An ‘‘index-

matching’’ fluid (refractive index of n¼ 1.7) was used between the

two cells to reduce reflection losses at the interface. This stack

demonstrated the possibility of combining DSCs with CIGS thin

film cells, but the obvious drawbacks of the stacked setup are

reflection losses at the stack interface and absorption losses of

low energy photons in the conducting glass of the top cell. In

addition, the establishment of the electrical connection with the

Al/Ni grid and handling of the index-matching liquid is

cumbersome.

In the monolithic approach (Fig. 25, right), the top cell is

directly grown or deposited on the bottom cell, leaving only two

electrical contacts.112 A monolithic assembly is clearly more

advantageous, since optical losses from the superfluous layers

and interfaces and material and manufacturing costs are

reduced. Furthermore, all advanced tandem technologies—e.g.

devices based on III–V semiconductors, a-Si/mc-Si, or organic

semiconductors—use a monolithic assembly approach.113–115

As seen from IPCE measurements (Fig. 26), the DSC and

CIGS show ideal onsets for use in a double-junction tandem

device; the DSC converts light in the visible region with an onset

at about 1.6 eV, and the CIGS converts the remaining low energy

photons in the range of about 1.1–1.6 eV. Since both the stacked

and the monolithic DSC/CIGS tandem devices are electrically

connected in series, matching of the current densities in the

subcells is crucial to minimize electrical losses. The tandem test

devices generated current densities that were in the expected

range for a ‘‘transparent’’ DSC with a 20 nm TiO2 particle layer

only (no 400 nm particle scattering layer). The measured pho-

tovoltage was close to the sum of the voltages of the individual

cells, which manifests the series-connection and the reduction of

thermalization losses (Table 2). So far, the monolithic integration

suffers from an unfortunate drawback; the performance of the

device degrades within hours. This is due to a rapid dissolution of

the CdS/CIGS junction by the iodine-based electrolyte perco-

lating through pinholes in the conducting oxide window layer

(ZnO : Al or ITO) of the CIGS cell.116 The corroding effect also

explains the lower overall photovoltage obtained with the
Fig. 26 IPCE of the individual DSC and CIGS cells shows ideal onsets

for use in a double-junction tandem device (DSC: 8 mm TiO2 film

sensitized with C101 dye).

Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857 | 853
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monolithic device. However, preliminary tests with thin protec-

tive oxide layers grown on the CIGS cell with an Atomic Layer

Deposition system show a promising enhancement in stability.117

In the future, the optical advantages of the monolithic system

should be exploitable with a suitable protective intermediate

layer. Numerical simulations of the optics in the stack have

shown that a balanced light absorption in the two photoactive

layers (dye-sensitized TiO2 and CIGS), yielding a photocurrent

of about 16 mA cm�2, can be obtained with optimized film

thicknesses.117 This is an important condition to surpass the

15.1% efficiency benchmark, given by the stacked device, with

a monolithic assembly.

4.2 p-Type semiconductor. Most of the research on DSCs has

been devoted to architectures based on n-type semiconductors. It

is however possible to use a p-type semiconductor as photo-

cathode. The working principle is very similar to an n-type DSC,

the difference being that the excited state of the sensitizer is now

reductively quenched by the semiconductor that is the sensitizer

excited state injects holes into the valence band of the p-type

semiconductor. The first self-operating device based on this

design has been reported in 1999.118 Odobel and co-workers have

recently nicely reviewed this type of device.119

The development of p-type DSCs is particularly promising in

view of constructing a tandem DSC. In a tandem DSC, the

cathode of conventional n-type DSC is replaced by a photo-

cathode based on a p-type semiconductor, for example based on

nickel oxide (NiO). The architecture (Fig. 27) is reminiscent of

the monolithic tandem device as seen in Fig. 25.

The first promising advantage of the tandem DSC design is the

obvious possibility to use two sensitizers with complementary

spectral response, one on each type of semiconductor.

The second advantage of such a design is the expected increase

of the open circuit voltage. Indeed, in an n-type DSC, the

maximum Voc value is considered to be the energy difference

between the oxidation potential of the redox mediator and the

energy level of the quasi-Fermi level in the n-type semiconductor.

As it is usually TiO2, we name it Voc(TiO2). In a p-type DSC, the

maximum Voc value is the energy difference between the oxida-

tion potential of the redox mediator and the energy level of the
Fig. 27 Operating principles of tandem dye-sensitized solar cell

composed of n- and p-type semiconductor.

854 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2011, 4, 842–857
quasi-Fermi level of the free electrons in the p-type semi-

conductor. In the case of NiO, we name it Voc(NiO). In the

tandem DSC, the maximum value for the open circuit voltage is

the sum of both components, Voc ¼ Voc(TiO2) + Voc(NiO). The

proof of concept of this strategy has been reported in 2000, using

N719 as sensitizer for the photoanode and erythrosine B as

sensitizer for the photocathode.120 The performances of this

system has been improved by more than 50% (from h ¼ 0.39% to

0.66% under AM 1.5) by using a mesoporous NiO film of higher

quality.121

Due to the definition of Voc in a tandem DSC, it can be

deduced that the electrochemical potential of the redox mediator

has no impact on its value. Therefore it is possible to replace the

I�/I3
� couple by the CoII/III(4,40-di-tert-butyl-2,20-dipyridyl)3 in

the electrolyte without impacting the Voc.
122 Finally, using a dye

having a variable-length oligothiophene bridge, a tandem DSC

with a power conversion efficiency of 2.42% was obtained.123 The

use of the tailored bridges length allowed for the control over the

recombination events. Taking into account that in this case, the

spectral responses of both dyes were similar, this is a very

promising result for future devices using dyes with a comple-

mentary spectral response.
Summary and outlook

We have given an overview of panchromatic engineering strate-

gies for dye-sensitized solar cells: panchromatic single sensitizers,

co-sensitization, energy down conversion (relay dye), and

tandem configuration. For the single dyes, we briefly reviewed

the Ru(II) complexes, an organic dye, and PbS as a sensitizer

showing very broad light harvesting characteristics. The photo-

current onset is around 900 nm but the IPCE in the longer

wavelength range is still low because of the low extinction coef-

ficient. Hence, judicious molecular engineering of the dye struc-

ture will allow for further increasing the light harvesting in the

700–900 nm region. In this respect ruthenium complexes of

quaterpyridyl derivatives124 and Os(II) complex36,125 have great

potential. A nearly vertical rise of the photocurrent close to the

920 nm absorption threshold would increase the short circuit

photocurrent from currently 20.5 to about 28 mA cm�2 raising

the overall efficiency to about 15% assuming the other parame-

ters, Voc and ff are maintained. In this respect, an unprecedented

high photocurrent, 26.6 mA cm�2 with a confidential dye has

recently been shown by Segawa in the 5th Aseanian conference on

dye-sensitized and organic solar cell.126 This result shows a great

promise in terms of the light harvesting even though it is needed

to increase a low Voc, 450 mV.

It remains a challenge to design a single sensitizer that is able

to absorb efficiently over the entire spectrum from 400 to 920 nm

that fulfills all the requirements for obtaining an efficient device.

In this respect, the combination of multiple dyes appears to be

a promising approach to obtain panchromatic systems. Organic

dyes could be advantageous for this application due to their

extremely high molar extinction coefficients. However, the

limited number of adsorption sites on the TiO2 surface for dye

molecules and unfavorable interactions among dye molecules

place a constraint on the light absorption achievable by co-

sensitization. In this respect, a promising combination for co-

sensitization has been developed, incorporating an organic dye
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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with the N749 dye. The organic dye does not compete with the

N749 dye to stain the TiO2 surface and in addition increases

the IPCE of N749. Selective dye adsorption methods have also

been developed to avoid the limitation of co-sensitization. But,

further optimization is needed to fully exploit the performance

increase, since the efficiencies obtained so far do not eclipse the

champion performance obtained by single dye. We also

demonstrated a new DSC architecture where highly luminescent

energy relay dyes (ERDs) dissolved inside the electrolyte absorb

higher energy photons and transfer their energy to the sensitizing

dye via F€orster resonance energy transfer (FRET). Since the

attached dye only has to absorb light over a smaller spectral

region, it can be chosen to have a stronger and narrower

absorption spectrum. Additionally, the dye can be red-shifted to

absorb near-IR since the energy relay dye performs the task of

adsorbing higher energy photons. Furthermore, it is possible to

place multiple ERDs with complementary absorption spectra to

tailor light absorption inside the device. In summary, the addi-

tion of energy relay dyes into the electrolyte makes the overall

absorption spectrum wider and stronger for the same film

thickness. The average excitation transfer energy seems to be

strongly governed by competitive quenching by an electrolyte.

The best combination so far showed over 95% of the average

excitation transfer energy. In order to achieve a further increase

in IPCE, a high light absorbing efficiency of the energy relay dye

is essential. Hence, the energy relay dye should be designed to be

soluble in and not greatly quenched by the electrolyte media as

well as being designed to have a high molar extinction coefficient.

Not only that, a wider spectral response in the system is needed

to design to accomplish further performance enhancement.

Ideally, fractions of the solar spectrum are absorbed by

different solar cells stacked on top of each other. We have shown

that a monolithic DSC/CIGS tandem device has the potential for

increased efficiency over a mechanically stacked device due to

increased light transmission to the bottom cell and demonstrated

a monolithic DSC/CIGS device with an initial efficiency of

12.2%. We expect to make full use of the optical advantages of

this setup and to surpass the 15.1% efficiency benchmark given

by the stacked device with a suitable protective intermediate

layer inhibiting the degradation mechanism at the electrolyte/

CIGS interface. In a p-type DSC, the photoexcited sensitizer is

reductively quenched by hole injection into the quasi-Fermi level

of a p-type semiconductor. Combination with an n-type DSC is

promising because of advantages, complementary spectral

response and high Voc value. But a conversion efficiency is not

fully exploited. In this respect, basic research and new material

development in this area will be intimately connected with the

progress on single semiconductor p-DSC and tandem with n-

type DSC.

The nanocrystalline morphology of the oxide semiconductor

film is essential for the efficient operation of the DSC. The

introduction of optical elements, i.e. layers composed of large

particles127–130 or voids,131–133 or photonic crystal134–140 will

further enhance the device performance. Record-holding DSCs

are based on Ru(II) complexes having maximum quantum effi-

ciencies in the range of 500–600 nm. Clearly, enhanced so far,

a light harvesting in the red and near-IR is still essential to

improve the overall power conversion efficiency. Ito et al. have

shown an incorporated scattering layer to be an essential
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
component to achieve a high power conversion efficiency.141

Additional application of this effective strategy looking simple

but requiring meticulous optimization may antedate a break-

through of a power conversion efficiency in a device.
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